The German Federal Constitutional Court has delivered an important decision with regards to
INTRODUCTION
The underlying dispute of this decision has been keeping courts busy since 1999. It involved members from the German band "Kraftwerk" and the German Hip Hop artist/producer Moses Pelham. In 1997, Pelham wrote and produced the song "Nur mir" which was subsequently performed by the German artist Sabrina Setlur. The song uses a two second sample of the sound recording "Metall auf Metall" from Kraftwerk's 1977 album "Trans Europa Express".
The used two second sample was slowed down by 5% and was continuously repeated (i.e. looped) throughout the entirety of "Nur Mir". Pelham noted that he was not aware that this particular sequence derived from Kraftwerk's track. Two members of Kraftwerk sued Pelham, a co-producer and the production company, claiming, inter alia, infringement of their phonogram producer's right as provided within Section 85 (1) of the German Author's Rights Act (Urhebergesetz; UrhG) for having used that particular sample without authorisation. The cases went twice to the German Federal High Court (Bundesgerichtshof; BGH). The dispute received considerable media coverage outside the usual IP circles and the Constitutional Court's decision was mentioned in main stream news. 1 
II. THE FACTS OF THE CASES
The initial proceedings were held before the District Court of Hamburg which held that there had been an infringement of Section 85 (1) UrhG. 2 This decision was appealed to the Higher District Court of Hamburg: 3 While following the District Court's verdict that Section 85 (1)
UrhG had been infringed here, the Higher District Court mentioned in an orbiter dictum that using "tiniest portions" of a recording for the purpose of sampling may not constitute infringement. This would, however, not be given in the case at hand since a distinctive element of the recording "Metall auf Metall" was used.
The Higher District Court's decision was appealed by Pelham and co: While agreeing with the outcome of the Higher District Court's decision with regards to infringement, the competent German Federal High Court (Bundesgerichtshof; BGH) decided that it erred on several issues of the law. The BGH discarded that the Higher District Court held that tiniest 3 fragments of a recording may be taken without infringing. 4 The BGH held that the right of the phonogram producer would exist irrespective of the quantity or quality of the sound incorporated on the recording. Any criteria relating as to whether a substantial or distinctive part had been taken would only lead to legal uncertainty. The BGH also held that the Higher District Court should have addressed whether a free use as regulated within Section 24 (1)
UrhG could have been applied in favour of the appellants. 5 The provision could generally be applied as a limitation to the exclusive rights of the phonogram producer, the BGH held. 6 In the case at hand, however, Section 24 (1) UrhG would not be applicable. This is because the limitation would only apply in cases where an independent reproduction that sounded like the original sequence would be impossible.
The Higher District Court, who was again called upon, followed the BGH's guidance with regards to the applicability of Section 24 (1) UrhG in its subsequent decision. In its factual finding, however, it held that the defendants could not rely on the limitation provision: While the Court held that "Nur Mir" was an independent work with the sufficient distance from the original recording, it found that the other criterion mentioned by the BGH for Section 24 (1)
UrhG to apply was not provided in this case. After hearing expert evidence on the matter the Court held that an average phonogram producer would have been able in the year 1997 to reproduce the sequence in question independently.
The BGH was yet again called to adjudicate on this matter. 
Several organisations, such as the German Association for IP (GRUR), the German Music
Council and even the German Government provided statements with regards to the dispute.
An expert witness stated in the oral proceedings that the use of samples would be indispensable for hip hop music. Reproducing samples in order to avoid infringement as stipulated by disputed court decisions would generally not be a reasonable alternative for 10 Bunderverfassungsgericht BVerfG 1 BvR 1585/13. 11 It should be mentioned that apart from Pelham, his production company, the co-producer of "Nur mir" and Sabrina Setlur, other artists in the music industry took part in this complaint. The Court, however, found that the complaints by these artists were not permissible as they were not able to claim to be directly and personally affected by the attacked decisions (ibid, at para 63). With regards to Setlur, the Court held that she did not exhaust all means to address a violation of her fundamental rights which is however necessary to be launch a constitutional complaint (ibid, at para 62).
musicians. Such reproductions would constitute something different than using an original sound sequence. With regards to sample clearing, which was also discussed before the Court, the expert stated that this would not be workable in practice. There would not be any objective criteria regarding the amount of licensing fees. The expert also stated that the uncertainty surrounding this issue along with the threat of being sued for infringement created to a climate of fear among music producers. Finally, the expert stated that even professional musicians would have difficulties to reproduce such sound sequences. And even then, the artist in question would consider such reproductions as something different to the original.
III. THE FINDINGS OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT
The Constitutional Court had two questions to answer in this constitutional complaint:
First, whether the relevant provision of the German Author's Act, on which the BGH's decision were based were constitutional. And secondly, whether the BGH has sufficiently acknowledged artistic freedom in its decision. It started its analysis by outlining the relevant fundamental rights that were affected by the relevant provisions of the German Author's Right Act: the guarantee of property held by the phonogram producers and the artistic freedom held by those wishing to apply an artistic discourse with existing phonograms. It recapitulated the scope of these individual fundamental rights 12 and how they were affected by the provisions from the Author's Rights Act: On the one hand, the artistic freedom would be affected by the exclusive right in Section 85 UrhG, 13 while the guarantee of property would be impaired by allowing free uses as stipulated by Section 24 UrhG.
The Court then outlined that the grant of exclusive rights for phonogram producers, their scope as well as their limitations would serve to balance countervailing interests encapsulated within the conflicting fundamental rights positions. Further, such collisions would need to be 12 Artistic freedom would encompass the artistic activity as such, as well as performing and disseminating the work which are indispensable for the public to take notice of the work. (at para 68). 13 The exclusive right of the phonogram producer would affect the freedom of arts since would only be able to use of since third parties would only be able to use sequences from previous works without authorisation under the conditions provided by Article 24 (1) UrhG. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The case is now remanded to the German Federal High Court that has to decide on this matter applying the Constitutional Courts' considerations. It mentioned that the BGH could apply these considerations with an adequate interpretation of Section 24 (1) UrhG or through limiting the scope of Section 85 (1) UrhG. Then, sampling would only constitute an infringement where the economic interests of phonogram producers would be severely impaired. 15 The Court also noted that some acts of exploitation by Pelham occurred after the 22 nd of December 2002. These may be governed by the InfoSoc Directive 16 which the BGH was called to investigate upon.
In any event, the decision comes at an interesting time where the discussion on how adaptations of musical works are treated by copyright law is vibrant. A very prominent case with this regard is the litigation relating to the song "Blurred Lines" by Robin Thicke, Pharell and T.I There a US District Court found for the estate of Marvin Gaye. 17 The reactions were generally negative with a sentiment that the decision would stifle creativity. 18 It was therefore not surprising that the defendants and filed an appeal to the District Court's decision. The approach taken by the Constitutional Court may provide a fresh approach with this regard. Importantly, it noted that the fundamental right discourse needs to acknowledge that both conflicting rights are equally important. This again breaks the property/exceptions conundrum that is generally led with the property right of the IP holder being interfered with and that exceptions or limitations would, as their name stipulates, only be given in exceptional or limited circumstances. 20 Such approach is, however, not permissive when the fundamental rights discourse is applied. As the Constitutional Court says there is no hierarchy between these rights as both are equally important. This means that any precedence of a fundamental right to another is not possible.
The case itself leaves many ramifications with regards to what amount of sampling can still be covered by free use. 21 A criterion that also leaves room for speculation is the finding that in this particular case the two works in question were not in competition with one another; a matter that made the Court come to its finding in favour of Pelham -and which would appear obvious to most when comparing both tracks. 22 The question remains what would happen where the works are in competition which then begs the question when this is the case and how this should be determined?
